GUIDE TO TAPE RECORDINGS OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT HEARING on
(Note: These recordings were originally made by Roger Cooper of
WREC Radio, who put them onto RCA 60" cassettes for Laura Rodenbaugh.
When replayed, several of these cassettes were found to have defective
recordings, as noted below. It is assumed that Rog has erased the master.)
IOS has re-recorded on her own 120 min. Realistic cassettes. Exact
order of recordings was not available; thus the first morning's
program, presumably following Buckner and Bilbry (Introductory Comments),
was "officials", beginning with Wilder. Tape numbering and lettering
was also arbitrary, for lack of prior marking.

TAPE A, Side 1:
Henry K. Buckner, Jr.
J.K. Bilbry. (tape goes defective
on Side 1; Side 2 is blank.)

TAPE I, Side 1:
Frances Coe
Robert Hart, City Planner
Side 2: Hart, contd (but
defective rec. Mostly
blank, but continued.)

TAPE II, Side 1:
Hart, concluded
Kathryn Hade
(child? who?)
Side 2: S. Hines
Mary Hudson (U.P. Bank)
R.R. Selmansburger
Dr. Arlo Smith
Ken Wagner (Asst. Prof.
Biology, SW)(contd)

TAPE III, Side 1
Wagner, contd.
Anona Stoner
Agnes Bowe
Marg. Wilkinson (contd)
Side 2, Wilkinson (concld.)
Nell Moore
Noreen Smith (Mrs. Arlo)
Wolf River Society (Deupree)
Helen Witt
C. Park Garden Club
Hart (female; nurse)(contd?)

TAPE L: Side 2 comes first; see Rodenbaugh, below,
Townley? Mayor of Fayette (County)?
Lieut. Ed Sills (Mphs. Police Dept.)
Mrs. Frank Jones, Chmn Community Relations
Committee (Commission?)

Ellen Davies Rodgers (Shelby Co. historian)
James Barr (also member Com. Rel. Com.)
Side 1: /Charles W. Brandon, acc. to Smith-Stoner/
James G. Couch
Elmer Heinreich
Sunshine Snyder
Laura Rodenbaugh (Council for Greener Mphs.)
(contd.)

TAPE M: Side 1: Laura (concludes)
Norman L. Casey (Mid-South Medical Council)
Joe Wade, Jr. (Realtors)